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Abstract

Syntax-based approaches to statistical MT
require syntax-aware methods for acquiring
their underlying translation models from par-
allel data. This acquisition process can be
driven by syntactic trees for either the source
or target language, or by trees on both sides.
Work to date has demonstrated that using
trees for both sides suffers from severe cov-
erage problems. This is primarily due to the
highly restrictive space of constituent segmen-
tations that the trees on two sides introduce,
which adversely affects the recall of the re-
sulting translation models. Approaches that
project from trees on one side, on the other
hand, have higher levels of recall, but suf-
fer from lower precision, due to the lack of
syntactically-aware word alignments. In this
paper we explore the issue of lexical coverage
of the translation models learned in both of
these scenarios. We specifically look at how
the non-isomorphic nature of the parse trees
for the two languages affects recall and cov-
erage. We then propose a novel technique for
restructuring target parse trees, that generates
highly isomorphic target trees that preserve
the syntactic boundaries of constituents that
were aligned in the original parse trees. We
evaluate the translation models learned from
these restructured trees and show that they are
significantly better than those learned using
trees on both sides and trees on one side.

1 Introduction

In recent years, corpus based approaches to ma-
chine translation have become predominant, with

Phrase Based Statistical Machine Translation (PB-
SMT)(Koehn et al., 2003) being the most actively
progressing area. While PB-SMT improves tradi-
tional word based machine translation approaches
by incorporating more contextual information in the
form of phrase pairs, it still has limitations in global
block level reordering of phrasal units. Such re-
orderings can be captured by knowledge about the
structure of the language. Recent research in syn-
tax based machine translation (Yamada and Knight,
2001) (Marcu et al., 2006) (Chiang, 2005) incor-
porates syntactic information to ameliorate the re-
ordering problem of phrasal units. Some of the ap-
proaches operate within the resources of PB-SMT
and induce hierarchical grammars from existing
non-syntactic phrasal units, to provide better gen-
erality and structure for reordering (Chiang, 2005)
(Wu, 1997). Other approaches use syntactic anal-
ysis of sentences on one side of the corpus to in-
duce grammar rules (Galley et al., 2004) (Yamada
and Knight, 2001) (Venugopal et al., 2007).

Most approaches that incorporate linguistic syn-
tax start with word level alignments and a parse tree
for one side of the language pair, and obtain phrase
tables and hierarchical translation rules driven by the
syntax. We call this the ‘TnS’ setting, where we
have the tree on one side and only string on the other.
While this has indeed proven successful (Yamada
and Knight, 2001) (Marcu et al., 2006), it has been
shown that the word alignments which are usually
extracted using syntactically uninformed generative
models are not optimal for the syntactic phrase ex-
traction problem (DeNeefe et al., 2007; DeNero and
Klein, 2007). Some approaches (Crego and Habash,
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2008; Fossum et al., 2008) have been proposed to
modify the word alignments in ways that make them
more amenable to building syntactic models.

Recently, other approaches have been proposed
for using syntactic parse trees for both the lan-
guages, to extract highly precise and compositional
phrase pairs and rules. We call this scenario the
‘TnT’ scenario. (Tinsley et al., 2007b),(Lavie et al.,
2008) have used node alignment techniques to align
trees on both sides and extract translation models,
which can then be combined with hierarchical rules
inside a syntactic machine translation system.

In this paper, we study the issue of lexical cover-
age of both the TnS and the TnT scenarios. The TnS
approach generally licenses more syntactic phrases
when compared to TnT, as its space of segmenta-
tion over the parallel sentences is constrained by
the word alignments and the source-side parse tree
only. However, the phrases, although syntactic on
the source-side, do not necessarily map to syntac-
tic phrases on the target-side. This is often due to
inaccurate word alignments that result from a non-
syntactically motivated process. The TnT setting
on the other hand is often too constrained. Sim-
ilar to (Tinsley et al., 2007b),(Lavie et al., 2008),
we notice that the phrases that are extracted from
this process are syntactically motivated on both sides
and precise. However, they are very few in num-
ber, hurting the lexical coverage of the transla-
tion system. This problem can be attributed to the
non-isomorphic nature of the parse trees that come
from two completely independent parsers and pars-
ing models. Parser design is a monolingual activ-
ity targeted for a specific task and not necessarily
well suited for MT. While the source language in our
experiments is invariably English 1 which has very
good choice of parsers available, the target language
parses available are often limited and of poorer qual-
ity.

The above observation is the motivation for our
current work. Our approach attempts to make the
best of both scenarios, one where trees are provided
for both the language sentences (TnT), and the sec-
ond where only one side of the language pair has
syntax trees (TnS). We propose a novel technique

1During translation source is French and target is English,
but while learning translation models we pick English as source
side

for modifying the non-isomorphic parse tree struc-
tures for the target language, by introducing an iso-
morphic backbone parse structure into the target tree
and restructuring the nodes to retain a tree struc-
ture. We then extract syntactic translation models
from the modified tree for the target-side, the origi-
nal parse tree for the source side and the word align-
ment. We have evaluated the resulting syntax based
phrase models on English and French and the re-
sults show significant improvements in lexical cov-
erage of the translation models, which in turn im-
prove translation quality.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. We
first survey related work. In Section 3 we describe
our syntax motivated MT system and the translation
model. In Section 4 we discuss the framework for
inducing the translation model for both the TnS and
TnT scenarios. Section 5 discusses the merits and
demerits of the TnS and TnT extraction processes
with an example. In Section 6 we discuss our ap-
proach to modifying the non-isomorphic parse trees
which can then be used for translation model extrac-
tion. We conclude with our experiments and future
work.

2 Related Work

Most of the previous approaches for acquiring syn-
tactic translation models from parallel corpora use
syntactic information from only one side of the par-
allel corpus, typically the source side. This al-
ready hurts the lexical coverage for translation (De-
Neefe et al., 2007). PB-SMT techniques to extract-
ing phrases although not syntactically motivated, en-
joy very high coverage. In order to bridge the gap
some successful approaches to syntax in MT resort
to re-labeling of trees (Huang and Knight, 2006) and
binarization techniques (Wang et al., 2007). Such
techniques systematically alter the structure of the
source side parse tree to increase the space of seg-
mentation allowed by the tree. This improves the re-
call of the syntactic translation models in particular
the flat rules corresponding to syntactic phrasal en-
tries. In our work we do not modify the source tree
at all, but we use the information from the target tree
to improve the precision of the phrasal translations.
Therefore our lexical coverage is exactly the same
as that provided by any TnS approach. Additionally,
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any modifications to the TnS approach that aims at
increasing lexical coverage should carry over to im-
proving coverage in our scenario as well.

Approaches that incorporate trees on both sides
have reported that the low recall of the translation
models extracted is the primary reason for their in-
ferior translation quality (Tinsley et al., 2007a). The
extracted phrases are more precise as they are sup-
ported by not only the word alignments but also
the parse tree on the target side. (Hearne and Way,
2003) describe an approach that uses syntactic in-
formation for both languages to derive reordering
subtrees, which can then be used within a “data-
oriented translation” (DOT) MT system, similar in
framework to (Poutsma, 2000). (Lavie et al., 2008)
also discuss a pipeline for extraction of such trans-
lation models in the form of phrases and grammar
rules. The systems constructed using this pipeline
were significantly weaker than current state-of-the-
art.

Overall it can be observed from the results in the
literature that approaches using syntax on both sides
have not been able to surpass the approaches that use
syntax on one side only. In our current work we do a
careful study of the lexical coverage of the TnS and
TnT scenarios. We then propose a novel technique
to restructure the non-isomorphic target-side parse
trees in a TnT scenario using techniques from the
TnS approach. Our method results in a target-side
tree that is consistent with the word alignments and
more isomorphic with the source-side parse tree. At
the same time the restructured tree retains the syn-
tactic boundaries of the constituents in the original
trees as much as possible, which leads to improved
precision of the extracted phrase translations. We
show that our approach results in target-side parse
trees that provide high recall translation models sim-
ilar to the TnS approach and at no loss of the preci-
sion of the TnT scenario.

3 Statistical Transfer Machine Translation

Our MT framework, Stat-XFER (Lavie, 2008) is a
search-based syntax-driven framework for building
MT systems. The underlying formalism is based
on synchronous context-free grammars. The goal is
to build MT systems that respect the syntactic na-
ture of languages, and also benefit from SMT tech-

niques. We believe that the acquisition of the lexical
coverage required for a MT system should be syn-
tactically motivated. Furthermore, we believe that
addressing linguistic divergences between the two
languages should be possible with limited high pre-
cision transfer grammars, which can be constructed
manually or learnt from data.

3.1 System Overview

The Stat-XFER framework (Lavie, 2008) includes
a fully-implemented transfer engine that applies the
transfer grammar to a source-language input sen-
tence at runtime, and produces collections of scored
word and phrase-level translations according to the
grammar. These are collected into a lattice data-
structure. Scores are based on a log-linear combi-
nation of several features, and a beam-search con-
trols the underlying parsing and transfer process.
A second-stage monotonic decoder is responsible
for combining translation fragments into complete
translation hypotheses.

3.2 Translation Model

Our translation model consists of two types of rules.
We extract all syntactically motivated phrases that
can be extracted from trees on both sides (TnT).
These phrases, also consisting of one word entries,
are completely lexicalised and are called fully lexi-
cal rules or flat rules. An example of a lexical rule
entry can be seen below -

VP::VP ["comme" "la" "glace"]
-> ["like" "icecream"]

We also have syntactic rules which define and
capture the reordering phenomena that occur across
the two languages. These rules are hierarchical and
are essentially synchronous context free grammar
rules that can have other syntactic categories as vari-
ables within them. Alignment information in the
synchronous context free rules encodes the reorder-
ing of these variables on the target side. These are
parameterized as indices over ‘x’ for source side and
‘y’ for target side. Below is an example of a hierar-
chical rule entry in our translation model -

NP::NP : [DET NP "le" "plus" ADJP]
-> [DET "most" ADJP NP]

( (X1::Y1) (X2::Y4)(X5::Y3) )
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We currently use maximum likelihood estima-
tions to score both the fully lexical and hierarchical
rules. We use the relative frequency estimates, con-
ditioned on either the source side or target side of
the synchronous rule. Delegating the job of lexical
choice and the reordering phenomenon to two sepa-
rate resources in the translation model has an advan-
tage. We can exhaustively extract as many lexical
rules as possible to address coverage, using statisti-
cal translation techniques. A variety of lexicons ex-
tracted from different kinds of data can be added to
the system. For the reordering, it enables us to plug
and play with a variety of grammars such as ITG
(Wu, 1997) and or rules similar to GHKM (Galley
et al., 2004). We can also incorporate manual gram-
mar similar to work done for minority languages in
(Lavie et al., 2003).

In this paper, our main focus is on improving
the lexical coverage of our translation models which
had so far been extracted using trees on both sides.
Therefore, in the rest of the paper, we concentrate
only on the fully lexical rules (or syntactic phrase
tables), and we do not discuss the acquisition of the
hierarchical syntactic rules or the role they play in
our translation system.

4 Translation Model Induction

Given a parallel corpus with word alignments we
define the induction of our translation model as the
process of learning a concise set of phrasal items that
explains both sides of the corpus in a consistent way.
Consistent alignment is used as a well-formedness
constraint, which requires all the words in a partic-
ular segment of the source side to align with a par-
ticular contiguous segment of the target sentence, as
decided by the word-level alignment. This is sim-
ilar to the phrase extraction methods and heuristics
used in standard PB-SMT. Our aim in this paper is to
learn syntactically motivated phrase tables. This is
done by either considering a syntactic parser only on
the source side (TnS), or on both source and target
side (TnT). In this section, we discuss the translation
model induction process for both these scenarios.

4.1 Tree and String: No Syntax on Target side

In this scenario, the input is a source and target sen-
tence pair along with the word level alignment in-

formation. The source sentence is also provided
along with a full syntactic parse. Given this infor-
mation we start by traversing the source side syn-
tax tree starting from the root. At each node of
the source tree we calculate the smallest contiguous
sub-sentential segment in the target sentence that is
“consistently” aligned with all the words in the yield
of this source node. Consistent alignment requires
all the alignment links for words in the yield of the
source node to be mapped to only those words in
the target sub-sentential segment. If such a consis-
tent alignment is found, we mark the source node as
a de-composition point and store the corresponding
target segment indices as the valid projection. If no
such contiguous segment exists, then the node can
not be projected to the target sentence. We traverse
the tree in this fashion and find projections for all the
other nodes in the source tree.

All the decomposition points marked in the tree
which have valid projections in the target sentence as
decided by the word alignment are also called ‘fron-
tier nodes’. To obtain the translation model for our
purpose, we gather the yield of the source node and
the corresponding projection on the target sentence.
The phrasal entries are collected from entire corpus
and scored to assign probabilities to form a transla-
tion model.

4.2 Tree and Tree: Syntax on Target side

In the scenario where we have trees on both sides,
inducing a translation model reduces to the task of
identifying nodes in both the trees that are transla-
tion equivalents of each other. The well-formedness
constraint to be respected is that no source or tar-
get node can be aligned more than once and there is
a one-to-one mapping between nodes in the source
tree and nodes in the target tree. The assumption
here is that nodes in phrase structure trees represent
concepts, and therefore extracting a valid syntactic
model is done by aligning the equivalent concepts in
both the trees.

One can use any technique for node alignment in
trees similar to (Tinsley et al., 2007b), (Lavie et al.,
2008). In our case we propose a simple approach
which is a logical natural extension to the above TnS
scenario. Traversing from bottom to top, for each of
the nodes in the source tree we first identify the span
in the target sentence that is consistently aligned as
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per the word alignment. We then perform a check
to see if this target span corresponds to a node in
the target tree that has not already been aligned. If
it does, then both the nodes are treated as aligned
and we mark them as a ‘synchronous decomposition
node pair’. If it does not, we check to see if the
span of the immediately higher node in the tree that
subsumes the projected span is consistently aligned.
If so, we mark that node as aligned. If not, then
an alignment link for the source node does not ex-
ist in the target tree. All unaligned words in the
word alignment are ignored while checking for con-
sistency.

Similar to the TnS scenario, in order to obtain a
flat lexical rule from the synchronous decomposition
node pair, we first extract the yield of the source sub-
tree rooted at the source node followed by the target
subtree rooted at the target node. The two together
form a phrasal entry in the translation model.

5 Phrase Structure Trees and Syntax
Based MT

Machine Translation is across two languages, which
could be very divergent from each other. This makes
it difficult to incorporate syntactic analysis into the
translation models, especially when the analysis
comes from parses of very diverse nature. Most, if
not all, successful approaches to syntax based MT
work with synchronous context free grammar for-
malisms which try to encode the translation process
in a lock-step of the two languages. This is achieved
by learning translation models by projection as dis-
cussed in Section 4.1, which introduces a very close
assumption of isomorphism into the process. Other
approaches which try to move away from this as-
sumption of isomorphism to capture the true nature
of divergences between the languages, face the prob-
lem of non-isomorphic parse tree structures.

The parsers that generate the syntactic analysis
are built under varying assumptions of grammar,
granularity and structural decisions, design of the
underlying formalisms to handle ambiguity and cer-
tain constructs, and most importantly a different de-
sign goal, which most often is not MT. For example,
a parser that is designed to produce phrase struc-
ture trees suited for dependency analysis of the tar-
get language may not be the right choice to be used

in conjunction with a phrase structure parser for
the source language for learning translation models.
(Huang and Knight, 2006) achieved improved trans-
lation quality by relabeling trees from which trans-
lation models were learnt. When learning transla-
tion models using trees on both sides, this problem
is even more severe.

For example consider the following example
from the Euorparl corpus along with its alignment:
Source: This is all in accordance with the principles
Target: Et tout ceci dans le respect des principles
Alignment: ((1,1),(3,2),(4,4),(5,6),(8,8))

A phrase structure analyses for the source side
English sentence and target side French sentence can
be seen in Figure 1. We note that the structures of
these trees are very divergent in nature. While the
French tree is relatively shallow, the English tree is
quite deep. The branching factor of the nodes in En-
glish is quite low when compared to the French tree.

Figure 1: Extraction process in TnT scenario

The non-isomorphic nature of the trees makes it
difficult to align many subtree nodes in the source
parse tree to their translation equivalents in the tar-
get tree. As a result, we get very low coverage for
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Figure 2: Extraction process in TnS scenario
English French
This Et
the principles principes
with the principles des principes

Table 1: Phrases extracted in the TnT scenario

the syntactic phrase based models that are extracted.
In Figure 1, we highlight the TnT extraction pro-
cess and the phrases extracted are shown in Table 1.
The phrases are quite precise even when extracted
using an incomplete word alignment. For example
the phrase ”with the principles” is aligned with ”des
principes” even though the word alignment does not
provide any link between ‘with’ and ‘des’.

In Figure 2 we show the TnS process of extraction
and the phrases that are licensed by the word align-
ment and the source side syntax tree are shown in
Table 2. We notice the problem with this approach,
which does not take into consideration the target
side syntactic boundaries of the phrases. The phrase
‘with the principles’ is only mapped to ‘principes’
which is clearly incorrect.

One might argue that the heruristics applied for
phrase extraction in standard phrase based SMT
systems (Koehn et al., 2003), obtain all possible
translation phrasal entries as allowed by the word
alignment and that their maximum likelihood scores
should reflect their quality. However the resulting
translation models are often huge and introduce a
great deal of ambiguity into the search process, leav-

English French
This Et
the principles principes
with the principles principes
accordance with the... respect des principes
in accordance with the ... dans le respect des ...
is all in accordance with.. tout ceci dans le respect ...

Table 2: Phrases extracted in the TnS scenario

ing it to the language model to figure out the appro-
priate choices. While this extensive approach has
proven successful, our aim in this work is to obtain
smaller and more precise translation models. Syn-
tax based phrase models that are precise and small
are often preferable as building blocks when work-
ing with hierarchical grammars where the search
space dramatically increases and search ambiguity
becomes extremely challenging.

6 Restructuring Non-Isomorphic Parse
Trees

In this section, we discuss our approach to intro-
ducing nodes into target-side parse trees to make
them isomorphic with their corresponding source-
side parse trees. There are two primary operations,
the first is creating extra parse nodes that are li-
censed by the word alignment and the source parse
tree and introducing them into the original parse tree
for the target side. The second operation is to merge
some of these nodes that retain a tree structure.

We first describe the symbolic notation. The input
to the restructuring process is the source side tree
S with nodes {s1, s2.....sn} , the target side tree T
with nodes {t1, t2.....tm} , the word alignment map-
ping A , the subtree alignment information At which
is calculated from the source and original target tree
pairs is another function {(x, y), x ∈ S, y ∈ T}.
Given all this, we now describe the two primary op-
erations to be performed in a sequence.

6.1 Introduce Operation

This operation is similar to the projection scenario as
discussed in Section 4.1. We first traverse the source
side parse tree S, starting from top to bottom. At
each node we find a valid projection for the yield
of the node in the target sentence as licensed by the
word alignment. We use the label of the source-side
node as the label for the newly introduced node. Let
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the indices of the node be i and j. We now introduce
a new node t′

p into the target tree that respects the
following two conditions -

• If a node already exists in the target tree T that
covers this exact span, then no new node is in-
troduced.

• Already existing nodes that cover the complete
or partial span of i and j, are made as children
to the new node. The new node is a parent node.

• The new node is then attached to the immediate
parent that governs the yield from i to j.

Figure 3: French Parse Tree after introducing projected
nodes

6.2 Combine Operation

The graph like structure obtained after the above op-
eration has spurious derivations for the nodes. The
structure can be seen as a packed forest with two
trees in it, one the original tree and two the projected
structure tree. In this step, we produce a tree from
it by performing a set of merging operations which
make sure that we end up with a final tree structure,
from which our translation models can be induced.
We perform the below two operations, which basi-
cally ensure that every node in the tree has only one
parent:

• For each of the introduced nodes t′
p, we pick

its parent node tj in the target tree T . If tj
is aligned to the same source side node as t′

p,
we drop t′

p . This helps us overcome the short-
comings of word alignment by respecting the
boundaries given by the original syntactic tree.

English French
This Et
the principles principes
with the principles des principes
accordance with the ... respect des principes
in accordance with the ... dans le respect des ...
is all in accordance with.. tout ceci dans le ...

Table 3: Phrases extracted using the TnT process on the
final parse tree

• All the nodes in the original tree which do not
correspond to any decomposition points as de-
cided by the tree-tree alignment function At are
dropped.

We can now use the modified parse tree for the
target-side and the original source-side parse tree
to extract lexical rules. We will call this method
as TnT’ approach. Table 3 shows all lexical rules
that are extracted by the TnT’ for our given exam-
ple. The source side lexical coverage is exactly the
same as that of TnS approach, but the target-side
translations of these phrases are more precise, as the
phrasal boundaries for the nodes aligned by the TnT
method are provided by the original target syntax
tree.

Figure 4: French Parse Tree after merging projected
nodes

7 Evaluation

7.1 Experimental Setup

We build a French to English translation system us-
ing our Stat-XFER framework. We do not exploit
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the hierarchical nature of the decoder, as the trans-
lation models with which we would like to exper-
iment are flat syntactic phrases. The parallel data
we used to build our translation models is the Eu-
roparl data consisting of 1.3M translation sentence
pairs. The English side of the corpus is parsed us-
ing the Stanford parser(Klein and Manning, 2002).
The French side of the corpus was parsed by the Xe-
rox XIP parser (Ait-Mokhtar et al., 2001). Word
alignments for the parallel corpus was obtained by
GIZA++ (Och and Ney, 2003) followed by a sym-
mertrization technique called ‘sym2’ from the Thot
toolkit (Ortiz-Martı́nez et al., 2005). We used this
technique as it was shown to provide good node
alignment results across trees in both (Lavie et al.,
2008) and (Tinsley et al., 2007b).

In Table 4, we represent a comparative analysis of
the syntactic translation models obtained under each
of these scenarios. The ‘Total’ column consists of
the total number of nodes for each category from the
English parse trees. In the ‘TnS’ column we show
total number of nodes from the English parse trees
that were consistently projected to French sentences
using the word alignments. Similarly, in the ‘TnT’
column we show total number of all the nodes from
the English parse trees that were aligned to some
equivalent node in the parallel French trees. The
‘O%’ or ’Overlap’ column contains the percentage
of phrases for which both TnS and TnT extract the
same target phrase as the translation equivalent. We
would like to bring the following to the reader’s at-
tention:

• TnS setting produces much larger syntactic
translation models when compared to the TnT
setting. The source sides of the phrases that are
extracted in the TnT approach are a complete
subset of those that are projected in the TnS ap-
proach.

• The target translations for all the phrases ob-
tained in both cases have a significant overlap
as one would expect, since the underlying word
alignments are the same for both.

• There is a large number of phrasal entries
where TnS and TnT extraction processes dif-
fer on the target phrase. That is, for the same
source phrase they extract different translation

TYPE Total TnS % TnT % O%
ADJP 600104 412250 68.6 176677 29.4 90.7
ADVP 1010307 696106 68.9 106532 10.5 83.1

NP 11204763 8377739 74.7 4152363 37.1 93.8
VP 4650093 2918628 62.7 238659 5.1 67.9
PP 3772634 2766654 73.3 842308 22.3 89.4
S 2233075 1506832 67.4 248281 11.1 94.5

SBAR 912240 591755 64.8 42407 4.6 91.9
SBARQ 19935 9084 45.5 7576 38 99.6

Table 4: TnS vs TnT extraction statistics showing the per-
centage of times they overlap on the extraction of the tar-
get translation

equivalents. Incorporating this difference into
the translation models is the key to our current
improvements.

• A major portion of the Noun phrase nodes in
the source parse trees were projected in the TnS
scenario and aligned in the TnT scenario, in-
dicating that noun phrases do not show much
divergence across languages.

• Although a large portion of the Verb phrase
nodes got projected in TnS scenario, only a
very minor fraction of them were extracted
when using trees on both sides .

7.2 Results

We perform translation experiments using the ex-
perimental setup defined above and our Stat-XFER
framework. We build a suffix array language model
(SALM) (Zhang and Vogel, 2006) over 430 mil-
lion words including the English side of the paral-
lel corpus. Since we are interested in studying the
affect of the lexical coverage licensed by these dif-
ferent extraction scenarios, we run our decoder in
a monotonic mode without any hierarchical models.
The weights on the features are tuned using standard
MERT (Och, 2003) techniques over a 600-sentence
dev set. The test set used was released by the WMT
shared task 2007 and consists of 2000 sentences.
When run without hierarchical syntax, our decoder
is very similar to the decoder that is distributed with
the Moses toolkit (Koehn et al., 2007). The results
are shown in Table 5. The problem of low recall
that the TnT extracted translation models have can
be seen in the inferior translation scores. The TnS
scenario has a benefit from its high recall and a huge
jump is seen in the scores. Our non-isomorphic tree
restructuring technique attempts to obtain the best
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Dev-Set Test-Set
System BLEU BLEU METEOR

Xfer-TnS 26.57 27.02 57.68
Xfer-TnT 21.75 22.23 54.05
Xfer-TnT’ 27.34 27.76 57.82

Xfer-Moses 29.54 30.18 58.13

Table 5: Evaluation of French-English MT System

of both, and we notice a significant improvement in
the final translation scores as judged both by BLEU
and METEOR(Banerjee and Lavie, 2005) metrics.
Although these results are still below a standard PB-
SMT baseline, it is to be noted that we are working
with only syntactic phrase tables that are less than
half the size of standard PB-SMT tables.

8 Conclusions and Future Work

In this paper, we studied the issue of lexical cov-
erage of both the TnS and the TnT scenarios. The
TnS approach generally licenses more syntactic
phrases when compared to TnT. We observed that
the phrases are syntactic on the source-side, but do
not necessarily turn out syntactic on the target-side.
The TnT setting on the other hand is too constrained
due to the introduction of target side parse tree con-
straints along with the source-side parse tree and
word alignment. We noticed that the phrases that
are extracted from this process are syntactically mo-
tivated on both sides and are precise. However, they
are very few in number hurting the lexical coverage
of the translation system. This problem is attributed
to the non-isomorphic nature of the parse trees that
come from two completely independent parsers and
parsing models. We proposed a novel technique for
modifying the non-isomorphic parse tree structures
for the target language, by introducing an isomor-
phic backbone parse structure into the target tree
and merging the nodes to obtain a tree structure.
We then extracted syntactic translation models us-
ing the modified tree for the target-side. We have
evaluated the syntax motivated phrase models in a
French-English MT system and the results show sig-
nificant improvements in translation quality.

In the future, we will perform end-to-end trans-
lation experiments by extracting hierarchical syntax
rules from the modified parse structures and com-

bine them with the syntactic phrase tables. We will
also experiment with parse trees of varying quality
and with different word alignment strategies.
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